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This newsletter is the official publication of Roots
of Motive Power, Inc., an organization associated
with the Mendocino County Museum, and dedicated
to the preservation and restoration of logging and
railroad equipment representative of California's
North Coast region, 1850s to the present.
Membership costs: Associate Membership (non-voting) $25.00 annually; Regular Membership (voting
members) are admitted only by vote of the Board of
Directors. Regular Members vote for officers and
decide the general policy direction for the
Association. The mailing address is: Roots of
Motive Power, Inc., PO Box 1540, Willits, CA
95490. Roots of Motive Power displays are located
at the Mendocino County Museum in Willits, CA.
Steam-ups occur approx. three times per year plus
special events. Newsletter submission deadlines:
Feb. 21 for the April 1 Issue; June 20 for the August
1 Issue; and Oct. 24 for the Dec. 1 Issue.
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Have you heard the saying "wait 'til the cows
come home"?
Bucyrus Erie 508 shovel needs no introduction.

Front Cover Photo - P & H Model
555A TC, ULCO #427, loads a
ULCO off-highway truck around
1960 as an International TD-24
brings in the next turn of logs.
City of Fort Bragg photo .

Back Cover Photo
Georgia Pacific's "Big Blue," a
Skookum Tyee tower yarder, #459,
moves logs with a Link Belt 98 TL
preparing to load.
Kurt Nolte photo.
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The Evolution of the Log Loading Machine
at Union Lumber Company, 1946-2000
by Theron Brown and Chris Baldo

Union Lumber Company always had a f irst class machine shop f or t ransforming ideas into
working machinery. Here Harold Bowen tests a double drum loa ding attachment designed by E.
E. Percy on the back of a Caterpillar 60, as t wo other Sixt ys wait their turn.
Harold Wonnacott photo, Georgia Pac ific collection .

The authors continue their series focusing on Union Lumber Company/Georgia Pacific in this largely pictorial study of the evolution of the log loader in the woods and in the sawmill log yard in the post-war period. We know well that many other loggers operated in the woods of Mendocino County and this myopic
study is not a slight at their efforts. We choose Union Lumber Company because the company offers relatively good records, we have developed an exciting collection ofphotographs of their operations, and being in
existence for 115 years, a study of technological evolution is possible since the company transcends the normal gypo logger equipment syndrome. Not using the term in a derogatory sense, most gypo loggers start
their careers purchasing 20 year old worn out equipment, finally build their outfits up to a relatively state of
the art equipment lineup. and as they get ready to retire, stop investing and end up with 20 year old worn out
equipment. Throughout the article, we use Union Lumber Company s 400 series equipment numbers to iden tify individual machines. While primarily log loaders. the 400 series also included yarders, in the woods
chippers, and a variety of cranes and lifting apparatus. We have used a minimum of words to tell the story,
reZving instead on an over 50 year span of remarkable photographs from a variety of sources.
As we ha ve mentioned in our other Newsletters, our series on Union Lumber Company assumes that the
reader has read the previous articles, especially Vol. 17, No. 1, The Washin~ton Trakloader at Union Lumber
Company, We have tried to avoid going down the same skid road twice.
(story starts on page I J;
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Double Drum winch
on the back of a
Caterpillar D-8 tractor was a popular
loading system in
the Ten Mile
woods. Jack
Hendegood (R),
Thomas (L).
Leonard Letner
photo.

(<.·ontinuedfi·om page II)

Any logger that has spent his time splicing line on the railcars into the mill pond. Excess log inventory
an old redwood stump or nowadays taking his daily
was then decked using fixed skylines and a Tyler or .
modified Tyler system.
bath in hydraulic oil, will tell you that loading logs is
The era of the mobile loading machine arrived
the most expensive and under appreciated aspect of
his job. The logger's lament is that no matter how
slowly at Union Lumber Company. Track mounted
hard he works, the crew does not get paid until the
loaders in the woods had been around since the late
logs hit the mill pond. No one in Mendocino County
1920s but the sheer size and weight of old growth redwood limited their use. The f1rst mobile machine purdid a better job in getting logs to hit the mill pond
than Union Lumber Company in the post-war era.
chased by ULCO was a Marion Model 362, 30 ton
crane in 1947, acquired for use in the log yard in Fort
Exiting the war with its limitations on machinery for
Bragg. This became known as the "Old Marion" after
domestic uses, Union Lumber Company's logging
ULCO purchased a newer Marion, Model 93M, in
woods contained an interesting mix of technology:
1966. The old Marion had its cab raised five feet in
steam loading pots, converted steam donkeys,
Caterpiller Sixtys with double drums, Caterpillar D-8s 1950 to give the operator better visibility when high
decking logs in the yard. This machine also saw
with double drums, and a few state of the art loading
extensive use building cold decks in the woods and
machines equipped with diesel engines and torque
reloading logs when the Company was attempting to
converters (affectionately termed "Torques"), all
maximize the use of their off-highway trucks on long
using a variety of tree rigged loading systems. Logs
hauls. (See Roots Newsletter on Off-Highway
were either loaded directly on railcars on Union
Trucking at ULCO, Vol. 16, No.3.) The "old"
Lumber Company's Ten Mile logging railroad, or
Marion was replaced after an accident in the log yard.
loaded onto trucks for transfer to rail at a reload.
Once in the millyard, logs were dumped directly from The Marion was too small for the job which often
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A true gypo logger's
dream, this contraption that appears to
have the guts of a
Caterpillar Sixty,
loads logs with a
double drum winch
in Dehaven Creek in
1952. City of Fort
Bragg photo.

made it necessary to raise the boom sticks straight up
and down to lift the large butt logs. The operator,
Albano Costa, was lifting a large log with the sticks
straight up when one stick broke and wrapped back
over the cab. Albano was not hurt, but it was necessary to cut the cab away to free him. In 1948, ULCO
purchased its first mobile woods loader, a Washington
Trakloader, Model TL-21. (WIW C/N 4893, ULCO #
422) This machine was to set the standard for log
production for ULCO's logging crews and spanned
five decades of service for the three owners. The
Washington lron Works Trakloader was a woodstough machine that performed well for years between
major shop overhauls in Fort Bragg.
Shortly after this purchase, ULCO purchased a
track mounted P & H crane for loading in the woods.
It was inilially equipped with a heel boom for loading
in the woods, though some later photographs show it
sporting a straight boom for yarding logs.
In 1949, Union Lumber Company pulled up their
Jogging railroad north from Fort Bragg to Ten Mile
River and replaced it with a truck road. This, along

with the construction of the new hydraulic debarker,
precipitated several changes in log flow in the mill
yard in Fort Bragg. The use of the mill pond for log
storage was reduced, with a series of shovel type
machines purchased for high decking logs in the mill
yard. The company also installed a Colby Model 200
Whirley Crane, a 36-40 ton electric crane for unloading Jog trucks, especially heavy butt logs or "sinkers,"
before the trucks dumped in the mill pond or unloaded
at the high deck. This crane was mounted on rail and
could move north and south in the mill yard as logs
were decked. Because the Whirley Crane was relatively non-mobile and was considered part of the
sawmill, it did not receive one of ULCO's 400 series
numbers. The Whirley crane had a large cord that
supplied electric power to the machine. Occasionally
the operator would inadvertently hook the cord with a
log and pull it into the path of the traveling crane. It
was a light show for all to see when the Whirley crane
ran over the cord. At the time the Whirley Crane was
installed, ULCO purchased two Osgood 1000 cranes
(continued on page 35)
for moving logs at the sawmill.
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Willamette
Iron and Steel
Works 10 x
11 steam
donkey converted to
diesel with a
150 HP
Cummins and
Torque
Converter.
Georgta
Pacif ic photo .

The development of the
torque converter coupled
with the
diesel engine
changed log ging machinery forever
after 1939.
Here, a converted steam
donkey rests
as its crew
takes a lun ch
break in
1941.
Georgia
Pacific photo.
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The welded
steel frame of
this
Washington
Iron Works
sled mounted
diesel yarder
lets you know
it's not a converted steam
machine.
Note that the
operator has
to tight-rope
on the brand
new sled until
somebody
builds him a
walkway.
Georgia
Pacific photo.

A sled mounted loading
machine (partially hidden
behind the log
deck) carefully lowers a
peaker onto a
highway log
truck.
Georgia
Pacific photo.
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A converted
Clyde
Gasol ine
Yarder with a
1 5 0 HP
Cummins and
torq ue conv erter lowers
a log onto a
waiting log
truck in Bald
Hill Creek.
Georgia
Pacific photo.

Sixty Cat
with double
drum winch
loads logs on

a F. A.
Johnson
Peterbilt highway truck in
Dehaven
Creek in

1952.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.
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The essence
of evolving
technologies
in ULCO's
late 1940s
logging is
seen in this
photo as a
steam loading
pot unloads a
log truck at
the railroad
reload in the
Ten Mile
River woods.
Georgia
Pacific photo.

The "old"
Marion,
ULCO #421,
does duty at
the Wages
Creek reload
as it decks
logs for hauling in the
winter.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.
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M· ac h'rne N um be r
Description
Year
421
Marion Model 362. JOT
H2
WIWTL-21
423
P & H track
424
W IW TL- 15
425
Osgood 1000 - mill
426
Osgood I000 - ded
427
P & 11555A TC
428
WIWTL-15 Balch
-129
-130
WIW TL-15 - G & I
?
43 1
432
WIW TL-15 Wolf Creel
433
?
434
?
43.5
?
436
Michigan 275
437
Caterpillar 977
438
I Iough 90 C Bucket
439
Marion 93M
440
LeTourneau LogS~ncker F-804
441
L1ma 60T Truck Crane
442
Lima 703
443
liOUIIh H-90C
LeToumeau Log Stacker
444
445
Skagit-Hydra Carria~e
?
446
447
Washington 108 Yardcr
448
Caterpillar 980
449
?
Washing1on I08 Yarder
450
451
Link Belt 98
452
Link Belt 98 \\/heel boom
')
453
454
Link Belt 98
455
Link Belt 98
456
Hough 560
Koehting 466
457
Morbark Chip Harvester
458
459
Skookum Tyee Big Blu e
Houszh 560
460
461
Link Belt
462
Hou2h 560
463
Morbark Chipper
464
Caterp_illar 966- bucket
465
Caterpillar 966
466
C a te!Jiillar 966 C
Hough 560 Log Loader
467
468
Drou Model 80
P & H 325 Truck Crane
469
Clark 475 B
470
P & II H~draulic Crane
471
Thunderbird Yardcr T MY-40
472
Clark 4756
473
Nortl1"est TM 45
474
Northwest TM 45
475
North\\e!>1 TM 45
476
North\\est TM 45
477
I Iough 5608
478
Hou~th 560B
479
Colnvar Condor Crane
480
Wru,hington 88 Yarder
481
Hou~th 540
482
Mobark Chipper
483
Mobarl. Chipper
484
Caterpillar 988 B
485
Caterpillar 9888
486
Caterpillar 9&88
~87
Caterpillar 980F
~88
Caterpillar 23 I D
489
Caterpillar 325LL
490

"

Purchased Serial Number
1947
1948
4893
1949
1952
4986
1952
1952
6187
1955
17853
5061
1958
1959

5140

1960

5073

1966
1966
1966
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1970

356U02065
7102BM401342 1
A4

1973
1973

5934
89P2521

1973
1973
1973

5984
ILI360TL
IL I 361TL

1973
1974
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1970
1976

ILI373TL
1LI397TL
1491K
C t 6998
1298
KI 66C586
1832
200039 1B
1997

1965
1970
1973
1975
1976
1968
1978
1975
1979
1979
1982
1983
1982
1982
1983
1983
1979
1984
1984
1984
1984
1987
1989
1992
1993
1993
1993

75AI938
7613382

LDRI481
21605
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Union Lumber Company
Boise Cascade
Georgia Pacific

LIST OF LOADING
MACHINES
Thi s list, wh ile still incomplet e, represents nearly two years of effort
gathering information from a variety of
sources . As one might expect, th e
later years filled in re latively quickly,
early years h ave been more spotty.

We encourage anyone with Union
Lumber Company equipment lists that
might fill any of the voids to contact
the authors. We have also found no
record of machine numbers earlier
th an #421 and have a great curiosity
about the pre-war years and how and
when the 400 series number started.

1616359
3640 1034001681
6299263
30253
421J223C
40316
BAI34-345
42 11 132CAC
27092
27094
27093
U000508
U000507
3134-1979
8098
3520101U003325
1280
1291
20W008644
50W09930
50Wl1290
8CJ00985
INK00228
8NK00676

-- ---_____
-
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~~

~

~

Union Lumber Company's Cal ifornia West ern
Railroad erects a d iesel ta nk in 1 950 for its
growing fleet of diesel electric locomotives
with it s st ea m crane near t he round house in
Fort Bragg .
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Washington Iron Wo rks TL-21 Trakloader , ULCO #422, is loaded on the new Reliance lowbed
trailer at the mill in Fort Bragg in March, 1960 for the trip to the woods. Pulling the lowbed is
off-highway truck #11, now in the Roots of Motive Power collection .
Men to Match the Redwoods, Volume One, Page 57
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At t he west
end of the
mill pond
overlooking
the Pacific
Ocean, the
" old" Marion,
ULCO #421 ,
loads the
pond boat for
a trip to Big
River to help
salvage sinker
logs.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.

Chet
Sod erlund's
1948
Washington
TL-21, ULCO
#422, shows
little of its
age in this
1978 photograph in the
Georgia
Pacific
woods .
Kurt Nolte
photo.

I
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ULCO offhighway
truck #8 is
loaded by
P & H heelboom, ULCO
#423, in
1967.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.

Colby Model
200 Whirley
Crane
unloads offhighway
truck #8,
now in Boise
Cascade 's
markings, in
1970.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.
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The "old"
Marion helps
to erect the
Colby Whirley
Crane in
1949, the
year before
the cab on
the Marion
was raised
f ive feet to
give better
visibility in
decking logs.
Also helping
in the project
is California
Western
Railroad's
steam crane .
Georgia
Pacific photo.

June of 1 957
finds ULCO
off-highway
truck #6
ready to be
unloaded
under the
Whirley
Crane.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.
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One of
ULCO's
Osgood
Model 1000
cranes,
#426, awaits
the arrival of
the next offhighway
truck as it
builds the
winter deck .
City of Fort
Bragg photo.

-~ -

~·-

Washington
Iron Works
TL-15, ULCO
#424, loads
a highway
truck in June,
1954. City of
Fort Bragg
photo .
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The "old"
Marion Model
362 decking
machine,
ULCO #421,
prepares to
help newly
acquired
WIW TL-15
Trakloader,
ULCO #428.
load on a low bed trailer

after a new
paint job.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.

Boise
Cascade's
Washington
TL-15
Trakloader
#428, still
with its Union
Lumber
Company
logo, loads
redwood logs
in1971.
Ku rt Nolte
photo.
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The loading
crew takes a
break on
Washington
TL- 1 5
Trakloader
ULCO #430,
now part of
the Roots
collection .
Kurt Nolte
photo.

--

ULCO's
Wagne r
Lumberjack
M odel LJ 330, a three
wheeled front
end loader,
decks logs in
1959 . The
machine
proved to be
unstable
when transpo rting long
logs .
City of Fort
Bragg photo.
Men to Match the Redwoods, Volume One, Page 63
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ULCO Osgood Model 1 000 unloads a
GMC log truck "in the hole" next to the
newly constructed hydraulic debarker in
1954.
City of Fort Bragg photo.

A well used Michigan 275
helps the shoe crew lift the
house platform off a
Wash ington Trak loader.
City of Fort Bragg photo.
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ULCO P & H #423 with a straight decking
boom, yards "sinker" logs from years of
Mendocino Lumber Company's log drives
on Big River in 1953 .
City of Fort Bragg photo.
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Before the decking cranes in the mill yard,
logs were dumped from railcars and trucks
into the mill pond with a series of electric
driven hoists.
City of Fort Bragg photo.

Page 27

After Caspar Lumber Company shut
down, Union Lumber company purchased
the logs remaining in the mill pond and
log deck. In February, 1956, ULCO
"logged" the Caspar mill pond and
shipped the logs to Fort Bragg. Here two
men with pike poles work the logs to the
edge of the pond where t he almost new
P & H 555A TC, ULCO #427, loads a
Chris Nicholas log truck. Visible in the
top of the photo is the skyline that
Caspar used to unload railcars and trucks
in later years and to deck logs.
City of Fort Bragg photo.
(left) The Caterpillar 977 loader was better suited to the gypo logger than the high
production sides of ULCO. They performed fine on small operations and loading highway trucks where height was not
an issue. Kurt Nolte captured ULCO #437
in April, 1972.
Kurt Nolte photo.
Men to Match the Redwoods, Volume One, Page 65
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Wolf Creek
timber
Company's
Washington
Iron Works
TL-15, soon
to become
ULCO #432,
sits near
Wheeler with
Paul Rosa
(center) and
Miles Sullivan
(right).
Nina Rosa
photo .

The cross
mount engine
of the early
LeTourneau
Log Stacker
acquired by
ULCO when
the company
purchased the
Pacific Coast
Company
veneer plant
in Leggett.
Bill Stockley
photo .
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The "new"
Marion Model
93M, ULCO
#439, decks
logs in the
Union Lumber
Company yard
in 1966.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.

Four axle
Lima 60 ton
truck crane
with Berger
shovel front,
ULCO #441
loads logs on
a small log
side in 1 967.
City of Fo rt
Bragg photo
I
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Union Lumber
Company's
second
LeTourneau
Log Stacker,
ULCO #440 ,
decks logs in
the Fort Bragg
log yard in
1966.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.

Most
Union Lumbe r Co.
Employees
Work Safely
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International
Hough H-90C
loads logs on
a highway
truck.
City of Fort
Bragg photo .
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Link Belt
98 TL with
Skookum
Scissor Boom
loads logs
under a
Washington
Iron Works
1 08 yarder in
1974.
Kurt Nolte
phot o.

Lima Model
703 with
shovel boom,
ULCO #442,
sorts logs for
the gang mill
in 1968.
City of Fort
Bragg photo.
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With every
ending there
is a new
beginning.
Ross
Equipment of
Eugene,
Oregon has
just delivered
the new
Koehring
model 466,
# 457 , and
prepares to
load a very
tired Lima 60
ton truck
crane, #441 ,
at Usal in
1974.
Kurt Nolte
photo.

Georgia
Pacific's
Koehring
Model 466,
#457, readies
a redwood log
for splitting
with a wedge
attached to
the blade of
the Caterpiller
tractor.
Kurt Nolte
photo .
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Georgia
Pacific
Caterpillar
966 front end
loader, #464,
loads up on a
lowbed trailer
headed for
the next job
in October,

1977.
Kurt Nolte
photo.

International
Hough 560
loads logs on
Off-Highway
Truck #11 for
the shuttle to
the quad mill
in 1976.
Bill Stockley
photo .
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Georgia
Pacific's Drott
80, #468 ,
moves redwood logs on
the landing in
1977.
Kurt Nolte
photo.

Union Lumber
Company and
Georgia
Pacific were
always a prize
customer for
equipment
dealers. Here
a T erex model
72-71 on
demo loads
an off-highway t ruck for
the shuttle to
the quad mill.
The Terex
dealer never
made the sale
and the loader
never
received its
coveted
400 series
number.
Bill Stockley
photo.
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Georgia
Pacific's Clark
Model 4758,
GP #470,
prepares to
unload an
Eastman
truck in the
mill yard in
Fort Bragg ,
1978.
Bob Vardas
collection.

(continued from page /3)

The first Osgood, #425, spent most of its life "in
the hole," a busy truck unloading log decking area
between the hydraulic debarker and the Whirley
crane. The second Osgood 1000, #426, was a fixture
at the high deck in the log yard. The Whirley, Marion
and the Osgoods were maintained under the direction
of the Master Mechanic at the Machine Shop until
ULCO started acquiring rubber tired machines. The
Company then built a large stall on the south end of
the big Cat Shop and moved the yard log handling
machine maintenance department there.
ULCO liked the performance of the TL-21
Washington Trakloader in the woods and soon purchased its first TL-15 Trakloader in 1951. (WIW C/N
4986, ULCO # 424). This was to be the first of four
TL-15s that ULCO was to acquire by 1960 and the
only one that they were to purchase new from
Washington Iron Works. They did depart from the
Trakloadcr program in 1955 with the purchase of
ULCO #427, a 35 ton P & H Model555 TC, CIN
17853, mounted on a three axle rubber tired carrier

and equipped with a Berger shovel front. Although
the TL-15 's 4 MPH travel speed was considered
mobile and a huge improvement over tree rigged
loading systems, the P & H truck crane could move
much more rapidly between landings and could handle smaller logs with ease.
Toward the end of the decade, Union Lumber
Company was developing more and more small logs
in its logging operations. The Company opened its
Gang Mill in 1959 and immediately found that the
concept of a mobile front end loader worked well.
ULCO purchased a Wagner Lumberjack, Model LJ 330, equipped with a 150 hp Cummins JBIS diesel,
Allison Torque Converter and an Allison planetary
transmission, as well as two Michigan 275 front end
loaders. The Michigan 275s proved to be tough loaders and were used in a variety of functions at ULCO,
including their use reloading out of the cold decks at
Rockport, Wages Creek and Big River. At the same
time, Union Lumber Company purchased Pacific
Coast Company, primarily for the 35,000 acres of
(continued on page 36)
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Newly arrived
in Fort Bragg,
two of the
Northwest
Timbermaster
45s are prepared to go to
the woods in

1982.
Dave Larkin
photo.

(continued from page 35)

timberland in the Usal area. In acquiring Pacific
Coast, ULCO also acquired several pieces of log
loading equipment that eventually became part of the
Fort Bragg operations, including ULCO's last TL-15,
#432, and the Leggett veneer plant's very early
LeTourneau log stacker. The boom was removed
from the LeTourneau and it was driven from Leggett
to the Fort Bragg plant on State Highway 1. The
machine was tried at the Company's Fort Bragg log
yard, but it was too small to lift the large off-highway
loads. It would be several years before the front end
loader was a common sight in the logging woods, but
ULCO did acquire a Caterpillar 977 track loading
machine in 1961 for Paul Rosa's side in its Burbeck
Creek railroad logging operations.
The decade of the 1960's did not see any remarkable changes in direction or technology. Most of the
machines purchased were as replacements for aging
equipment or due to a gradual realization that logs
were getting smaller and equipment requirements
were changing. A Marion model 93M, "the New
Marion," was purchased in 1966 for decking logs in

the yard at Fort Bragg and at the reloads. The
increase in small log production prompted the purchase of a four axle, 60 ton Lima truck crane for the
woods and a LeTourneau log stacker for the Fort
Bragg log yard, which excelled at unloading the
multi-piece loads of small logs in one pass and carrying logs from the deck to the sawmill infeed. At this
time they also purchased a Lima model 703 with a
Berger shovel front for sorting small logs from big
logs, and the first in a long line of InternationalHough front end log loaders, an H-90C.
The purchase of Union Lumber Company by
Boise Cascade in 1969 seemed to create hardly a ripple in the operations in Fort Bragg or in the woods.
However, Boise Cascade 's purchase by Georgia
Pacific in 1973 occasioned some major changes in
philosophy and equipment. Perhaps it was just the
times. The passage in 1973 of the new California
Forest Practices Act, the strictest logging rules in the
country, may have had some influence. Georgia
Pacific's experience and operations were in the
Pacific Northwest and it was only natural that they
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Georgia
Pacific's
newest loading machine,
a 1993
Caterpillar
325 LL, GP
#490, rests in
the lol~ yard
on a slow
winter day
with the
sawmill in the

backgmund in
February,
2000.
Chris IBaldo
photo .

install one of their people as logging superintendent.
The new Jogging super, Phi1lip "Murf' Katsburg, was
familiar with Pacific Northwest's cable yarding systems, which had fallen out of favor in the redwood
region when the crawler tractor was introduced.
Cable yarding also significantly reduced the environmental damage from the incessant road building that
crawler tractor logging required and conformed to the
demands of the times. Georgia Pacific embarked on a
program to re-establish cable yarding by purchasing
two new Washington Iron Works 108 swing yarders
GP # 447 & #450, and a Skookum Tyee tower yarder
GP #459, or as it was called, "Big Blue." To load
logs under his new yarding system, Murf ordered
four Link Belt model 98 TL loading machines. Three
were equipped with Skookum scissor booms to work
under the yarder guy lines, GP #451, #454, #455; the
foutih was equipped with a heel boom, GP #452 . The
machines raised many eyebrows in the Fort Bragg
logging community because most loggers at the time
were moving to hydraulic excavator type loading
machines and away from cable machines such as the

Link Belt 98s. It is interesting that even with this
new equipment, when "Big Blue" was yarding in
large timber, the company still had to use one of the
Washington Trakloaders to load. In 1973, Georgia
Pacific had received one of its Washington 108s
before the arrival of the Link Belts, so, needing a
loader, GP sent the Lima 703, #442, out t•o Jackson
State Forest with the 108 to begin logging. The Lima
met a rather ignominious end, as it was to1tally consumed in an arson caused fire that luckily did not
involve the also targeted 108.
For those studying equipment lists of Union
Lumber Company and Georgia Pacific, you wi II
notice that Georgia Pacific altered the 400 series designation by placing a two digit code in front of the
number, i.e. 06-475. The two digits repre:sented the
division of the company to which the maintenance
costs of each individual piece of mobile e,quipment
were charged to.
By the mid 1970s, the harvest of second growth
timber was now in full swing, and equipment to
(continued on page 38)
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Caterpillar front end loaders, three model 988Bs, two
model 980s, and two track mounted excavator type
match the logs became the order of the day. The
sawmill completed its initial construction phase of the Caterpillar loading machines, one model 231 D and
new quad mill, which could efficiently manufacture
one model 325LL.
the small log resource that was available. Georgia
Today, as we look out over the Georgia Pacific
Pacific purchased a Koehring model 466 hydraulic
mill yard, still perched after 115 years on the bluffs
loading machine, GP # 457, a Drott model 80
overlooking the Pacific Ocean, the Cat 325LL works
hydraulic loading machine, GP # 468, and a whole
quickly and efficiently around the mill yard with a
series of front end rubber tired loaders, Hough 560s
large #490 stenciled on its side. Few would ponder
and 560Bs for the log yard at the mill, several
the pedigree of that number that started so long ago,
Caterpillar 966s, and two Clark 475s. As new things
the monstrous number and size of logs handled by a
often do, the Drott 80 created quite a chuckle for the
series of machines that simply picked up logs and set
shop crew used to working with the stable and woods them down, and the generations of men whose work
ethic, dedication, craftsmanship, and innovation will
tough Washington Trakloaders. The swing brake on
the new Drott, which was parked on the slope at the
never be matched.
The authors would like to thank the many people
south end of the shop, inexplicably released and the
who contributed time, photographs and encouraging
house turned on the carrier. When the large counterwords to this article. We realize that the data is far
weight moved to the low side, the Drott tipped over
from complete and we welcome any information, phoon its side. By 1980, the Washington 108s were
proving too large for the available timber, and they
tographs and documentation on Union Lumber
Company's loading machines. Theron (707) 964-4ll9.
were traded in on a Thunderbird TMY-40 yarder and
a Washington Iron Works 88. The Link Belt 98s were Chris (707) 459-4549.
at the end of their useful careers, and Georgia Pacific
THANK YOU
purchased four Northwest Timbermaster 45s.
Northwest had for years manufactured some ofthe
John Hamson - Loader operator for Union Lumber Company
finest and toughest cable operated cranes and shovels
Bob Vargas - Loader operator for Georgia Pacific
built, and the TM-45s were their entry into the
Chet Soderlund - Operator of the Washington TL ·21 Trakloader
hydraulic log loader market. The TM-45s never
Leonard Letner - TL-15 operator
proved successful at Georgia Pacific or in the rest of
Eino Freeman - TL-15 operator
the logging industry and very few were built.
Lester Brown - Off·Highway truck driver for ULCO and a very observant man
Georgia Pacific closed their company logging operDave Larkin - Logging Superintendent, Georgia Pacific
ations in 1988, relying on contract logging crews to
George Watkins - operated the old P & H for ULCO among other loaders
supply logs to the sawmill. All of their woods logging
Albano Costa - a fixture in the ULCO log yard
equipment was sold at auction with the exception of
Bud Cruz - Burbeck Ck Cat 977 loader operator for Paul Rosa's crew
Washington Trakloader #430 which had been abanFred Killion- Loader operator, Mich 275, Wagner. LeTourneau
doned in the woods at Usal. This TL-15 was eventualKurt Nolte - Grader operator and photographer
ly donated to Roots of Motive Power by Georgia
(continued from page 37)

City of Fort Bragg - photograph collection

Pacific.
The remaining roster of log handling equipment
for Georgia Pacific is confined to the log yard of the
sawmill in Fort Bragg. Except for the Clark 475B,
GP #473, all ofthe remaining log handling equipment
is Caterpillar. This includes five rubber tired

Jere Melo - Georgia Pacific, for access to archives
Joe Sutphln - Forester. Georgia Pacific
Doug Heitmeyer - GP Log Yard Superintendent, Georgia Pacific
Dan Seghettl - Mobile EQuipment Shop Superintendent. Georgia Pac1fic
Alder Thurman - Union Lumber Company employee and h1storian
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